
ACROSS
1 Indian city with two

UNESCO World
Heritage Sites

5 Big-box footwear
store

8 Name that regularly
holds meetups in New
York and LA with an
explicit "No Bryans
allowed" policy

12 Free mode of public
transport in
Luxembourg

13 They're launched from
a bartender's "gun"

15 Get out the ___
(phrase that has
always sounded
wrong to me)

16 *Topping for hot
chocolate

19 *Fungus sometimes
soaked in lemon juice
before consumption

20 "Jesus Christ, that's
___ Bourne!"
(memorable quote
from the film "___
Bourne")

21 Pot emanation
23 NCAA group that's

about to include Cal
and Stanford, in a
move that makes no
sense

24 ___ Mahal (one of the
aforementioned
UNESCO World
Heritage Sites)

27 Forlorn feeling
29 Letters aptly found

backwards in
"strands"

30 Shape of Chicago's
Cloud Gate

32 Has more points
34 Four in a nibble, in

computing
35 *Slop that's probably

high in protein
38 *Kosher-for-Passover

alternative to
breadcrumbs

39 First car produced by
Ford

42 Movement with hardly
any coverage?

46 Agriculture's aptly
named Alpha Gamma
Rho (AGR), for one

47 Still getting the hang
of, maybe

51 One of twelve divine
leaders in Twelver
Shi'ism

52 Only Teletubby whose
name fits here

54 Vessel in a crayon
factory

55 Line at the end of a
letter?

56 Self-___ (basketball
trickshot where you
catch your own pass
off the backboard)

57 *Brand that's "the only
one cats ask for by
name" (this theme
entry only works if you
are a cat)

60 Song in Broadway's
"Shucked" about
practicing wedding
vows

61 Word sung at many
pitches?

62 Many arcade
machines at a
barcade, informally

63 Actor SungWon of
"BlackBerry"

64 Pre-___ (typical orgo
student)

65 Conjunction
repeatedly
emphasized in Oingo
Boingo's "Weird
Science"

66 Prop in a
body-bisecting magic
trick

67 Stalled for time in a
game of tag

DOWN
1 Device used for

note-taking?
2 ___ Shake (lethal

McDonald's offering,
according to memes)

3 Did some swindling
4 Broski, in Bolivia
5 Res hall
6 SoCal school that's

about a 20-minute
drive from Mexico

7 Waluigi cries
replacing every "want"
in the Spice Girls'
"Wannabe," in a Neil
Cicierega mashup

8 Place where campers
stay?

9 Did something risky
without thinking twice

10 Superinsect whose
catchphrase starts
with "up and at 'em"

11 Not pre-loved

13 Ink ___ (item dropped
when a squid dies in
Minecraft)

14 Texter's "tsk, tsk"

17 Word after Smooth,
Spear, or Pepper, in
Extra gum flavors

18 Cheeks, to Churchill

20 Vax

22 r/Living___ (subreddit
for Taco Bell
devotees)

25 Keyboard shortcut for
switching windows

26 "You didn't have to go
there!"

27 Request for
clarification, in texts

28 Actress Emily of
"Hannah Montana"

31 Team whose mascots
have baseballs as
heads, for short

33 Orientation shorthand
that sounds like an
accessory for Cupid,
ironically

34 Eagle symbolic of
America, in
birdwatching slang

36 Khan of Khan
Academy

37 Carafe d'___ (jug of
tap water, in a French
restaurant)

39 "Just remember, all
caps when you spell
the man name" rapper

40 State bird of Maryland

41 ___ up (greeted with a
handhold)

43 Sarcastic cry after
winning $5 on a
scratch-off lottery
ticket

44 Initiated a
conversation

45 39-Down album that
anagrams to 39-Down
... and a hint to the
answers to the starred
clues

48 "At all costs" verb

49 Right-before-sunrise
time

50 Dolby surround-sound
format

53 Acronym spelled by
stretching your arms
upwards, then
bending them
inwards, then curving
them out to the left,
then holding them
together above your
head

55 Festival that inspired
the Fieh song "Texas
Baby," for short

58 Unit of time that's
also the suffix for
Eeveelution names, in
Pokémon

59 ___ Scrabble (board
game for linguists,
where the tiles are
sounds instead of
letters)

Snack Bars Adam Aaronson
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